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1.SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
1.1 Performance: employees
In the third quarter, the company adopted intelligent work for all employees. In part of this period,
all employees worked at home for 44 days, each avoiding emissions of around 8344,828 kg of CO2.

1.2 Involvement of stakeholders

donated to Telethon for the promotional campaign for
research on genetic diseases

€1000

€860

donated to the Sicilian Association of Primary
Immunodeficiencies Department of Pediatric
Oncohematology of Palermo for the promotional
campaign "Christmas sweetly useful 2020"

€1000

Donated € 500 for each birth to 2 GEMS workers
who became parents
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1.3 Worker training
Training, the enhancement of talent and inclusion are the principles of our approach to people.
49 hours of training courses have been carried out:
25 employees distributed between offices in Palermo, Rome and wind farms.
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1.4 Health surveillance
Health surveillance of 3 worker was carried out.

1.5 External internal audits
During this period the companies carried out:
 N. 44 external inspections related to safety and the environment on contractors and
subcontractors;
 N. 27 internal security audits.
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External inspections

External inspections
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1.6 Health and Safety Indicators
Plant

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Comment

Alcantara Nord
Alcantara Sud
Lago Arancio
Nebrodi Est
Nebrodi Ovest
Nebrodi Nord
Rocca Ficuzza
Serra del Vento Nord
Serra del Vento Sud
Taverna la Storta Nord
Taverna la Storta Sud
SS Alcantara Francavilla
SS Lago Arancio
SS Nebrodi Ucria
SS Rocca Ficuzza
SS Sant’Agata Accadia
Minerva Mesina
SS Minerva Messina
Eolica Lucana
Andali
SS Andali
Methodology
Indicates that there was an incident on the site.
Indicates that there was an issue at the site.
Indicates that there were no near misses or accidents on the site during that quarter
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1.7 Environment Indicators
Plant

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Comment

Alcantara Nord
Alcantara Sud
Lago Arancio
Nebrodi Est
Nebrodi Ovest
Nebrodi Nord
Rocca Ficuzza
Serra del Vento Nord
Serra del Vento Sud
Taverna la Storta Nord
Taverna la Storta Sud
SS Alcantara Francavilla
SS Lago Arancio
SS Nebrodi Ucria
SS Rocca Ficuzza
SS Sant’Agata Accadia
Minerva Mesina
SS Minerva Messina
Eolica Lucana
Andali
SS Andali
Methodology
Indicates that there was an incident on the site.
Indicates that there was an issue at the site.
Indicates that there were no near misses or accidents on the site during that quarter
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2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMMUNITY
2.1 Sambuca di Sicilia
Municipality Sambuca di Sicilia
Company
Productive unit
Total amount Paid
Payment data

SER
Lago Arancio
€ 90.000,00
31/03/2020

Project 1
Description Project

Restructuring and energy efficiency Municipal theater "L'Idea"

Status

In progress

Photos ante operam
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Description Project

Adaptation Works and energy efficiency of the Municipal theater "
L'Idea "

Works start date

01/07/2020 (presumed)

Works end date

30/03/2021 (presumed)

theater seats n°

150

theater size mq.

500

Inhabitants who will
use this theater

50,000 (fifty thousand)
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2.2 San Piero Patti
Municipality San Piero Patti
Company
Productive unit
Total amount Paid
Payment data

SER
Nebrodi Ovest
€ 1.500,00
31/03/2020

Project 1
Status
Description Project

Photos event

Completed
Sponsorship of the "Eco-sustainable Carnival" event

11

12
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Description event

The event has developed over three days: The feast of "Fat Thursday", held
on February 20, 2020, during which the students of the "Rita Levi
Montalcini" Comprehensive School, with the collaboration of the
Municipal Administrations of the participating complexes (San Piero Patti,
Librizzi, Montalbano and Basicò), and with the involvement of the whole
community they gave rise to a real celebration reminiscent of Fat Thursday.
During the festival, various classes were staged by the various classes of
the Comprehensive Institute on the themes of the recovery of traditions
related to carnival and the protection of the environment. In addition, a
small festival was created. The students of the Comprehensive Institute
have actively participated in the realization of the advertising and
awareness campaign regarding environmental issues, through a
competition to encourage separate collection, saving electricity, respect for
the environment in general. The older ones have designed and created
popular materials (brochures, posters, etc.). The best works were used as
advertising material during the whole event. The "Parade of Allegorical
Wagons" and the "Parade of Carnevalone", took place respectively on 23
and 29 February 2020 and recorded an extraordinary participation, both as
regards the number of wagon members and groups, also from countries
neighbors, which in terms of the turnout. In this edition, among other
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things, ample emphasis was given to the issue of safeguarding of the
environment, also through the establishment of a "Green Award" assigned
to the group that has best represented the theme also through direct
initiatives. The entire event was carried out in an environmentally
sustainable way, favoring the separate collection, the use of biodegradable
materials (also for confetti) in order not only to reduce the production of
waste, but to stimulate a conversion of life habits that can generate a lasting
and sustainable change in behavior. The decorations were made with LED
lights, in order to reduce the consumption of electricity and contribute to
enhancing energy saving initiatives. Finally, as regards the promotional and
awareness-raising campaign on environmental protection and energy
saving issues, during the event, the posters and banners, slogans,
advertising spots and information messages were repeatedly broadcast and
/ or reported. adoption of good practices for sustainable development.
Event start date

20 February 2020

Event end date

29 February 2020

Description of the
type of material
used/purchase

The eco-sustainable materials necessary for the event, those necessary for
the realization of advertising and prizes

People who
attended the event

The event saw the participation of over 3 thousand people also from
neighboring countries
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2.3 Antillo
Municipality Antillo
Company
Productive unit
Total amount Paid
Payment data

SER1
Alcantara Nord
€ 35.000,00
31/03/2020

Project 1
Description Project

Energy efficiency and reduction of CO2 emissions into the
atmosphere for:


Status

Public plant (via Mastra / via Castello)

Completed

Photo ante operam

Works description

Replacing incandescent lighting bodies with LED technology lighting
bodies, replacing damaged cables, adapting electrical panels.
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Work start date
Work completion
date

02/08/2020
22/12/2020

Photo post operam

Description of the
type of material
installed
Place / building
where they are
installed
Installed material
(N ° Lamps etc ..)
Savings in kw
Description of type
of materials /
technology ante
operam
How many people
will benefit from
this illumination

City Design Tear Light 32 LED direct light luminaires on straight or
artistic pole.
Electric cables.
Street Mastra - Street Castello of the Municipality of Antillo
N. 20 luminaires direct light LED.
Adjustment of some sections of the power line.
12,400 KWh / Year
Mercury vapor light fixtures

900 people
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Project 2
Description
Project
Status

Energy efficiency and reduction of CO2 emissions into the atmosphere
for:


Restoration of the photovoltaic system at the "Social Aggregation
Center"

Completed

Photo ante
operam

Works description Replacement of inverter, electrical panel, discharger and damaged wiring
Work start date
Work completion
date
Photo post
operam

01/07/2020
14/07/2020
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Description of the
type of material
installed
Place / building
where they are
installed
Saving in kw

Complete direct current panel - Three-phase surge arrester
Integrated HUAWEY inverter for remote monitoring system

People who will
benefit from this
lighting

900 people

Social Aggregation Center
13.500 KWh / Year
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Project 3
Description
Project

Status

Energy efficiency and reduction of CO2 emissions into the atmosphere
for:


Completion of lighting of the Bell area dedicated to the missing of all
wars

Completed

Photo ante
operam

Works
description
Work start
date
Work
completion
date

Replacement of halogen lighting bodies with LED lighting bodies,
replacement of cables, control units and magnetothermic switches with
differential.
30/07/2020
29/09/2020
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Photo post
operam

Description of
the type of
material
installed
Place / building
where they are
installed
People who
will benefit
from this
lighting

Installation of LED lighting bodies, replacement of cables, control units and
magnetothermic switches with differential.
Bell area dedicated to the missing of all wars
900 people
500 visitators
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2.4 Francavilla di Sicilia
Municipality Francavilla di Sicilia
Company SER1
Productive unit Alcantara Nord/Sud
Total amount Paid € 65.000,00
Payment data 31/03/2020

SER
Alcantara Interconnecting
10.000,00

Project 1
Description Project

Status

Photo ante operam

(Energy efficiency and safety of the town hall roof)
The project has been varied in the object
Realization of the system for regulating the water outlet pressure of
the tanks
Completed
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Photo post operam

Works description
Works start date
Works end date
Place where they
were installed
(Street/neighborho)
People who will
benefit from this
lighting

Realization of the system for regulating the water outlet pressure of the
tanks
Maggio
The intervention is being tested
Neighborho “Sciara”
1200 people
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Project 2
Description project
Status

Photo ante operam

Photo post operam

Supply of awnings and energy efficiency at the middle school gym
Completed
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Works description
Works start date
Works end date
Place where they
were installed
People who will
benefit from this
lighting

Supply and installation of an aluminum and rigid PVC structure for
closing the sides.
May
The surgery has been completed.
Municipal middle school gym
270 schoolchildren
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Project 3

Description Project
Status

Street furniture and existing lighting efficiency
The project has been changed in the object, in the project of
Redevelopment and safety intervention of some areas of the urban
center
Completed

Photo post operam

Works description
Works start date
Works end date
Place where they
were installed
People who will
benefit from this
lighting

Redevelopment and safety of some areas of the city center
April
The intervention in question is being carried out as it has slowed down
following the health emergency from Covid-19.
Urban centre
All people
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Project 4
Description Project
Status

Supply of energy saving lamps for public lighting
Completed

Photo post operam

Works description
Works start date

Supply of energy saving lamps for public lighting

Works end date
Place where they
were installed
People who will
benefit from this
lighting

Completed.

June
All the city
All people
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Project 5
Description Project

Waterproofing / insulation of kindergarten building (supplied
materials)

Status

Completed

Photo post operam

Works description
Works start date
Works end date
Place where they
were installed
People who will
benefit from this
lighting

Supply and installation of waterproofing and insulating sheath in the roof
of the building seat of kindergarten
April
Completed.
Municipal public kindergarten
90 schoolchildren
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Project 6
Description Project
Status

School furniture supply
Completed

Photo post operam

Works description
Works start date

Supply of school furniture

Works end date
Place where they
were installed
People who will
benefit from this
lighting

Completed.

April
Public schools
90 schoolchildren
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2.5 S. Agata di Puglia
Municipality S. Agata di Puglia
Company
SER
Productive unit Serra del Vento Nord/Sud Total amount Paid € 98.296,49
Payment data 31/03/2020

SER1
Taverna la Storta Nord/Sud
€ 118.631,29

Project 1
Description Project
Status

• Redevelopment and enhancement of the city with the realization of
the event "Flowers Street"
Completed

Photo post operam

Description of the
type of material
installed

Floral arrangement with 934 pots of flowering plants in the city
center

Works start date
Works end date
Place where they
were installed

July
July
Along the streets of the city
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People who will
benefit from this
lighting

1900 people

Project 2
Description Project

• Development of projects for the tourist - cultural - environmental
enhancement of the municipal area

Status

Completed

Works start date

July

Works end date

July

People who will
benefit from this
lighting

1900 people

Project 3
Description Project

• Environmental monitoring of the municipal area

Status

Completed

Works start date

July

Works end date

July

People who will
benefit from this
lighting

1900 people
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Project 4

Description Project

• COVID-19 emergency.
Educational support - Distance learning - Tablet and Giga donation
to students of the municipality of S. Agata di Puglia.
Recognition of a contribution to the expenditure incurred for the
purchase of sanitizing products for the production activities,
commercial establishments, professional studies to farmers, owners,
tenants and / or borrowers of farms, located in the territory of
Sant'Agata di Puglia, to contain the Coronavirus infection.

Status

Completed

Works start date

July

Works end date

July

Description of the
type of material

People who will
benefit from this
lighting






n ° 1 pulmonary ventilator;
n° 160 tablets;
n ° 160 telephone sim cards of 40 GB
contribution to companies on the expense incurred for the purchase
of sanitizing products




n° 160 students
all local companies

Project 5
Description Project

• Municipal road maintenance

Status

Completed

Works start date

July

Works end date

July

People who will
benefit from this
lighting

1900 people
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Project 6
Description Project

• Snow clearing service and spilling salt on the roads of the town and
the territory

Status

Completed

Works start date

July

Works end date

September

People who will
benefit from this
lighting

1900 people
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2.6 Montalbano Elicona
Municipality Montalbano Elicona
Company
Productive unit
Total amount Paid
Payment data

SER1
Nebrodi Est
€ 34.000,00
31/03/2020

Project 1
Description Project

Completion of interventions of extraordinary rest home maintenance.

Status

Completed

Photo ante operam

Description of the
type of material
installed
Works start date
Works end date
Patients hosted in
the facility

Floral arrangement with 934 pots of flowering plants in the city
center
July
In progress
n°29 Patients
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2.7 San Giovanni Lipioni
Municipality San Giovanni Lipioni
Company
Productive unit
Total amount Paid
Payment data

Eolica Lucana
San Giovanni Lipioni
€ 5.000,00
17/07/2020

Project 1
Status
Description Project

Completed
Activate n°3 (Three) WORK BAGS, under the "Project social
inclusion - Economic support and fight against poverty through work
grants "in favor of people at risk of marginalization and exclusion by
providing for inclusion in socially useful activities;

Event start date

July 2020

Event end date

September 2020
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Project 2
Status
Description Project

Photos event

Completed
Contribution granted to the "PRO-LOCO di SAN GIOVANNI
LIPIONI" Association for the Tourism and Cultural Promotion of
the Local Community.
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Description event

Organization of shows, cultural events and various entertainments, as well
as for the tourism and cultural promotion of the local community

Event start date

12 August 2020

Event end date

21 August 2020
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2.8 San Piero Patti
Municipality San Piero Patti
Company
Productive unit
Total amount Paid
Payment data

Minerva Mesina
Minerva Messina
€ 5.000,00
31/12/2020

Project 1
Description
Project

Energy efficiency and reduction of CO2 emissions into the atmosphere
for:


Energy saving and artistic lighting of the sampietrini monuments.

Status

In progress

Works
description

Replacement of high energy consumption headlights and lighting bodies
which illuminate the main monuments with LED projectors and LED lighting
bodies.
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3. Certificates
On 30th November, 1st and 2nd December 2020, external audits were performed to verify the
integrated Quality, Environment and Safety management system adopted.
The audits were performed remotely in Rome, Palermo, Accadia, Sambuca di Sicilia and Fondachelli
Fantina’s officies.
The auditor released ISO 9001: 2015, ISO 14001: 2015 and ISO 45001: 2018 certifications.
In the final verdict on ability to analyze and manage risks and opportunities, it emerged:
 Adequate definition of the factors that determined the business context.
 Identification of internal and external stakeholders with their respective needs and
expectations.
Based on this, the analysis of risks and opportunities was developed from which, on the basis of the
emerged risks, actions were defined in the improvement plans.
The strengths that emerged were:
 Strong involvement of management, with the deployment and support of the necessary
resources.
 Professionalism and competence of the resources involved in the management of the
integrated system.
 Maximum involvement of all company personnel in the process of improving safety in the
workplace and managing aspects of Quality, Environment and Safety

